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1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of computational work in dialectology. We have published similar surveys in the not-too-distant past (Wieling and Nerbonne, 2015; Heeringa and Prokić, 2018), but these were aimed at dialectologists and general linguists, respectively. This chapter is written for computational linguists, so that we will focus less on the technical details of exploiting the computer in research on dialects (which is documented in the articles we cite) but rather more on background assumptions and emerging issues and opportunities.

2 Dialectology

James Walker’s and Miriam Meyerhoff and Steffen Kluere’s introductory chapters clarify that one normally reserves the term dialect for what they also call diatopic variation, in particular, a geographically restricted language variety, and we focus our attention here on the study of this sort of variety, ignoring the other dimensions of variation, including social, situational, and temporal. We hasten to add both that these are interesting (see other chapters) and also that many of the same issues arise in the (computational) analysis of nongeographical variation.

2.1 Research Questions and Research Perspectives

Many researchers and laypeople alike are fascinated by dialects, what makes them up, and where they are spoken. This means that there is a substantial intrinsic motivation for the study. The two questions – what is special about a given dialect and where is it spoken – are the two main research questions that are asked in dialectology, the scientific study of dialects.

Lay interest seldom extends to explanations of dialectal facts – why certain language elements are different and why the geographical distribution takes the form it does, but dialectologists are passionately interested in these questions, too, and we will include attempts at explanation arising from computational work as well. Naturally we strive as scientists to provide not only accurate answers to these questions but also insightful ones, i.e., compact characterizations with defensible assumptions.
Computational linguists interested in developing classifiers for dialectal material, i.e., procedures to assign dialectal material to one of a given set of varieties, may note that this is indeed a natural way to construe the first research question. It will be sufficient if the classifiers to be developed are discriminative rather than generative in the sense of Ng and Jordan (2002). See also chapter 9 in this volume.

2.2 Comparative, Nongenerative Perspective

Implicit in the way we have sketched the research questions is that we are seldom interested in a complete description of a dialect in the sense of generative grammar, i.e., a description that would allow one to decide for any putative utterance, whether it belongs to the dialect or not. This goal has been abandoned in Chomskyan generative linguistics in any case (Nerbonne, 2018). Instead we are primarily interested in what is different in the dialect under study with respect to other dialects, and we largely ignore what is common. In any case, there have been few attempts at developing comprehensive grammars of a range of dialects.\(^1\) The focus on comparison means that computational techniques that proceed by processing comparable material from a range of dialects will be most useful, as we shall see in this chapter.

This does not mean, however, that there has been no interest in dialectology on the part of generative grammar; on the contrary, many generativists have been interested. Barbiers (2009) explores syntactic microvariation, i.e., the sort of detailed variation that one finds across a range of dialects, in an attempt to characterize that range in generative terms. See Hinskens (2018) and references therein for a recent survey of generative work in phonology. But their interest is also primarily comparative, e.g., in exploring how a syntactic phenomenon such as inflected complementizers or a phonological phenomenon such as final devoicing varies from one dialect to another. They add to this an interest in what’s common with respect to a particular phenomenon under study, but their perspective is likewise discriminative.

2.3 Data Collection

Dialectologists have experimented with myriad data collection techniques, attending carefully to sampling (Macauley, 2018), which must go beyond random sampling of the usual sort in order to ensure coverage of the entire area where a variety is spoken. Dialectologists have experimented not only with questionnaires (Llamas, 2018) and other written surveys (Chambers, 2018), which better guarantee that responses are comparable, but also with personal interviews (Baily, 2018), which, in the hands of a good interviewer, provide a better chance at obtaining natural speech. Increasingly, dialectologists are turning to the World Wide Web as a means of conducting surveys, e.g., the Atlas zur deutschen Alltagssprache at www.atlas-alltagssprache.de (Möller and Elspaß, 2008), as well as

\(^1\)Wagner and O’Baoill’s Linguistic Atlas and Survey of Irish Dialects (1958) is perhaps a counterexample, but well outside the generative tradition (see discussion in text).
to smart phone apps and crowdsourcing (Scherrer et al., 2012; Goldman et al., 2014).

Dialectology has always been a discipline that has cherished data, collecting notably it in the form of dialect atlases (Kretzschmar Jr et al., 1993), which in modern times, are normally accompanied by a database of dialect speech material (Van den Berg, 2003; Elspaß and König, 2008). Computational linguists interested in pursuing research in dialectology should definitely consider collaboration with one of the many dialect atlases across the world.

3 Dialectometry

As the opening chapters of this handbook note, one of the primary data analysis steps in traditional dialectology involved decorating a map with codes corresponding to the different ways of expressing the same thing in the language area under study. This might be [ar] vs. [a] (the latter represents the “r-less” “ah” in the pronunciation of car in eastern New England and in most of Great Britain). In a following step the researcher attempted to draw an isogloss separating the area with the one code ([ar]) from the area with the other ([a]). In fact this would run north–south in New England (see Labov et al. (2006a, Map 11.12) for a larger geographical view). If several linguistic features share their geographical distributions, one might speak of isogloss bundles, groups of isoglosses with roughly the same geographical course. But the problems with this rough procedure have long been appreciated. Even in simple cases it might be impossible to draw a single line, and since one can draw tens of thousands of isoglosses, the choice of which to regard as definitive was vexing (Nerbonne, 2009). Areas were normally drawn with sharp borders, even while dialectologists conceded that they often witnessed gradual, unsharp boundaries.

Traditional dialectology often relied on extremely knowledgeable practitioners—both field workers and project managers. They drew dialect maps without resorting to counting the number of differing features or to recording the reactions of dialect speakers. As Bill Kretzschmar (2009) once said of Kurath, the dean of American dialectology in his time “Kurath knew that he wanted to subdivide the survey region, and he only needed to find diagnostic isoglosses to match his perceptions, guided by his long experience.” In the absence of more replicable methods, the authority of researchers such as Kurath were accepted.

Jean Séguy (1971, 1973) initiated the work in dialectometry, i.e., the “measure of dialect”. He worked on the dialect atlas of Gascony in southwest France, and sought a way to avoid choosing the basis for his dialect characterizations and his dialect maps in an arbitrary way. His solution was simple: he examined the differences per item between the data collection sites, counting different items as contributing one to a difference and identical ones as contributing zero. He derived from this an aggregate difference, which in fact is a distance: zero for identical sites, symmetrical, and conforming to the triangle inequality. Séguy published only the two papers cited on his ideas before he met an unexpected death in an automobile accident.
Hans Goebl (1982) was in correspondence with Séguy and adopted his ideas enthusiastically even while elaborating a great deal on them. Goebl examined each point (data collection site) and the distribution of distances (actually, Goebl always preferred to analyze similarities, i.e., inverse distances) to all the other sites, e.g., in an effort to characterize transitional zones.

Although Goebl emphasizes the care that he has always taken in collecting and codifying data (a step he refers to as “taxation”), a clear disadvantage in his work from a computational point of view is that care must be taken. Only categorical data are analyzed by the later step in Goebl’s procedures. This is perhaps okay as the basis to analyze lexical differences, since lexemes are either the same at two sites or different. Pronunciation (a sound shift) or even syntax might have been part of the data collection in early dialectometry, but then manual procedures were used to extract the categorical differences that are then subject to further analysis. There are enormous opportunities for computational linguistic work in extracting the interesting differences automatically.

Perhaps Goebl’s most lasting contribution to dialectometry was the introduction of clustering as a means of detecting dialect areas. The number of features that two varieties share may be regarded as the inverse of a distance, as we just noted, and that distance gives rise to a half matrix of distances when the entire set of data collection sites is analyzed. Goebl noted further that dialect areas are often hierarchically organized – e.g., Badisch, Swabian and Bavarian are all southern German dialects, meaning that they share features that distinguish them from the northern varieties. This made hierarchical clustering the method of choice (as opposed to k-means, for example, which simply partitions the input without attention to potential further internal structure), and Goebl was the first to champion this. When a half matrix of aggregate differences (or, conversely, similarities, which Goebl always preferred to work with) were clustered – with no reference to their locations, the results normally projected nicely to convex geographical regions. This was in itself a confirmation of the approach. Goebl’s work on clustering pushed the discussion concerning the determination of dialect boundaries to a new, more replicable level.

Clustering algorithms are, however, notoriously unstable: small differences in the input can be magnified to quite large differences in results. For this reason further work has been conducted to develop more stable versions. One technique, the bootstrap (and note that the term we took from biological work is used differently from computational linguistics), re-clusters several times (typically 100 or 1,000) using random subsets of the original data, e.g., the distances among a subset of the entire set of words. Alternatively, one may recluster using variable small amounts of noise. These procedures indeed solve the stability problem when parameters are chosen judiciously (Nerbonne et al., 2008). A further problem arises in the choice of algorithm. Further computational linguistic work has examined several of the various hierarchical algorithms, concluding that those where distances between non-atomic clusters were determined using

\[ \text{But this identity can be difficult to ascertain. See Heeringa and Nerbonne (2006) for an example of a set of five word forms that is difficult to partition into lexeme subsets.} \]
nearest neighbor regimens or schemes using the (weighted) means of distances between cluster elements (WPGMA and UPGMA) yield acceptable results, while centroid-based elements and complete-link (aka “farthest neighbor”) did not. Evaluation using standard measures of cluster quality, such as the modified Rand index, cophenetic correlation coefficient, entropy, and purity (Prokić and Nerbonne, 2008) as well as a comparison to the more stable multi-dimensional scaling procedure (MDS, see later).

As computational linguists are well aware, the interest in clustering and in developing novel algorithms and techniques is large and is not likely to diminish, given the impossibility of designing perfect clustering algorithms (Kleinberg, 2004).

4 Edit distance on phonetic transcriptions

In the past three decades, the computational analysis of dialects has been performed at various linguistic levels, including phonetics, morphology, lexicology and syntax, with pronunciation differences being the most studied. In this section we discuss edit distance – a very simple, yet efficient way commonly used in dialectometry to infer pronunciation differences between language varieties. It has successfully been applied to many languages in aggregate analysis of dialect varieties: Dutch (Nerbonne et al., 1996; Heeringa, 2004; Wieling et al., 2007), Sardinian (Bolognesi and Heeringa, 2002), Norwegian (Gooskens and Heeringa, 2004), German (Nerbonne and Siedle, 2005), American English (Nerbonne, 2015b), and Bulgarian (Osenova et al., 2009).

Edit distance, also known as Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1965), is a measure of how distant (or dissimilar) two strings are by computing the minimal number of substitutions, insertions, and deletions needed to transform one string into the other. At the same time, it can be used to align two strings. For example, given two pronunciations of the Dutch word hart – [hA rt] and [æ rtə] – the algorithm produces the following alignment:

```
  h a r t
  æ r t ə
  1 1  t ə
```

In order to transform [hA rt] into [æ rtə] 3 edit operations are needed: the [h] has to be deleted, the [a] replaced by [æ], and [ə] has to be inserted. If all operations are assigned cost 1, the total distance between these two strings is 3.

Kessler (1995) introduced the use of edit distance in dialectometry by successfully utilizing it to compare phonetic transcriptions of Gaelic Irish and compute linguistic distance between each pair of sites under investigation. In his approach, the strings are compared by simply counting the number of mismatching segments in phonetic transcriptions, i.e., assigning all operations the cost of 1 as in the example. This simple technique is called phone string comparison,
and two segments are always counted either as the same or as different, never as partially similar or similar to a certain degree. For example, in this simple approach [e] is considered equally different from [ɛ] and [s]. In a following step, Kessler applied clustering to the calculated distances and automatically obtained dialect boundaries that corresponded fairly well to those in traditional scholarship.

The most comprehensive study of the application of edit distance in dialectometry can be found in Heeringa (2004). In order to take into account the varying dissimilarity between different segments, Heeringa examines feature representations of segments, where each segment is represented as a bundle of phonetic features, but also acoustic segment representations, using canonical spectograms. The results showed that the more discriminating feature and acoustic representations, although linguistically more intuitive, do not lead to better results in the task of dialect classification. When compared to perceptual studies of dialects, the use of binary costs (0/1) (in the phone string comparison) actually outperforms distances obtained using gradual costs of segments.

In his work on automatic sequence alignment and cognate detection, List (2012a) groups sounds into predefined classes in order to reduce the number of phonetic segments and achieve more efficient and accurate string comparison. The concept of sound classes was introduced to historical linguistics by A. B. Dolgopolsky (1986), who grouped sounds into different classes based on observations of sound frequency correspondences. The main idea is that sounds within one sound class correspond more often with each other than with sounds from other sound classes. In List’s approach transition probabilities between sound classes are automatically computed from the data and then employed by the alignment algorithm. Sound classes have been successfully applied in a couple of approaches, including phonetic alignment (List, 2012b), and automatic cognate detection (List, 2012a). The method is implemented as a part of the LingPy library, an open-source software package for quantitative historical linguistics (List et al., 2017).

4.1 Automatically Induced Segment Distances

Wieling et al. (2009) proposed a data-driven solution to segment comparison in edit distance algorithm. They collect the frequencies of the segments aligned by the phone string comparison in a large contingency table. They then weighted the edit operation costs using (an inverse of) pointwise mutual information (PMI) with edit distance algorithm in order to let operation costs reflect the likelihood of two segments being involved in a substitution. PMI is an information-theoretic association measure that estimates the amount of information one event tells us about the other. Applied to the phonetic transcriptions of words, PMI can gauge how similar or distant two phones are; the more often they are aligned, the bigger the similarity between them and vice versa. The procedure of calculating the association strength between the phones and improving the alignments at the same time is iterative: a) all word transcriptions are initially aligned using the binary (0/1) Levenshtein algorithm; b) from the
obtained alignments, for all pairs of phone segments PMI association values are calculated; c) all word transcriptions are aligned once more using Levenshtein algorithm, but based on the phone distances generated in the previous step; and d) steps b and c are repeated until there are no further changes in phone distances and alignments.

Wieling et al. (2009) showed that Levenshtein PMI produces more correct alignments when compared to the simple Levenshtein algorithm and to two slightly modified versions of this algorithm. Wieling et al. (2012) found that PMI induced segment distances correlate well with acoustic distances in formant space (0.61 < r < 0.76) measured on six dialect data sets.

A similar procedure has been used in computational historical linguistics by Gerhard Jäger (2013, 2015) to infer language phylogenies from word lists using PMI-weighted alignments. Naturally, the concept of string similarity in historical linguistics is to be understood as relative to the sound changes that related languages have undergone. This need not be the same as the global similarity that one sometimes perceives among dialects. By discounting the substitution of sounds related by regular sound change, PMI alignments reflect the results of those changes. Jäger (2013) has shown that applied to 5644 word lists taken from the Automated Similarity Judgment Project database (Wichmann et al., 2012), the PMI-weighted alignment improves the accuracy of phylogenetic inference in comparison to plain Levenshtein-based alignments by 1 to 3 percent, depending on the evaluation method used. Applied to a collection of approximately 1000 Eurasian languages and dialects, PMI-weighted alignments, combined with phylogenetic inference, produced a classification in excellent agreement with established findings of historical linguistics as well as strong statistical support for several putative macrofamilies (Jäger, 2015).

4.2 Some Criticisms

Although successful in detecting dialect groups at the aggregate level, edit distance has often been criticized as linguistically naive and too simple. The criticism arises because linguists are interested not only in determining main dialect areas, but also in discovering linguistic details behind those divisions (see Sec. 5.5). An aggregate approach based on simple edit distance fails to provide such details and thus fails to shed light on the linguistic processes that lead to the observed dialect divisions. In order to overcome the simplicity of the edit distance approach, several advances in dialectometry have been put forward in the past decade. These include a technique to automatically induce a more sensitive measure between individual sound segments in phonetic transcriptions (see Sec. 5.4.1), and a method that enables researchers to identify characteristic features of dialect areas.

Another point of criticism of edit distance as applied in dialectometry is that it is based on manually prepared phonetic transcriptions, often extracted from traditional dialect atlases. These manually prepared data are on the one hand expensive to acquire and on the other hand do not represent natural speech but data already selected and transcribed by linguists. Further research in acoustic
phonetics but also in articulography promises to overcome the problem of relying too heavily on phonetic transcriptions (see Section 5.6.3).

4.3 Distinctive Elements

In order to identify distinctive characteristics of dialect areas, Prokić et al. (2012) suggested a method inspired by Fisher’s linear discriminant that seeks features that differ little within the group in question and a great deal outside that group. The method starts from a number of sites already grouped into two or more dialects and examines one candidate group at a time, seeking features that characterize it best in distinction to elements outside the group. It does not assume that the groups were obtained via clustering, only that candidate groups have somehow been identified. This method, in comparison to others proposed earlier (see remarks in Section 5.5 on multidimensional scaling), is general and it can be used with any type of dialect characteristic – word, segment, or syntactic construction – as long as one can define a numerical difference metric between the features. Prokić et al. (2012) tested the method on German and Dutch dialect sets that were first analyzed by means of the Levenshtein algorithm to calculate distances between each pair of sites and Ward’s clustering algorithm to detect main dialect areas. The results show that the words identified successfully distinguish the group of dialects in focus from the rest.

Even if we are able to detect which individual variables are most characteristic for a given variety, the scientific challenge of characterizing these remains. We do not suppose that dialect speakers monitor all the thousands of potential variables individually. In keeping with the quantitative spirit of computational dialectology, we focus here on dimension reduction techniques that are used in the attempt to detect commonalities among these variables. We refrain from an explanation of alternative dimension reduction techniques, referring the reader to Tabachnick and Fidell (2012) for detailed information at a practical level.

Shackleton (2010) applies principal component analysis (PCA) to the a site × variable matrix, where his matrix contained not aggregates of differences but rather, variable values.³ This allowed him to show, e.g., that certain vowel shifts patterned similarly across English dialects and, in particular, that vowel shifts involved several vowels. This is, of course, scientifically more satisfying than simply noting where patterns seem to overlap. The commonalities (the PCs) may be regarded as latent variables that are shared across varieties.

Nerbonne (2006) applied factor analysis, a technique similar to PCA, to site × vowel matrices, where the vowels were characterized by vectors of feature values. The results were similar to Shackleton’s, but Nerbonne’s analysis really succeeded only in showing that some vowel tokens (for example, the reduced vowel in the the English plural morpheme {az}) behaved in a common fashion, suggesting that a single sound (phoneme) varied from one set of varieties to the next. This might be seen as an indication that the phoneme was playing a role in variation, which is encouraging, but less insightful than linguists would like.

³Labov et al. (2006b) had used PCA on the acoustic values of twenty-one vowels in American English.
The search for compact and insightful characterizations of dialect differences is essential for the scientific study of dialect and worthy of much more attention.

5 Geography of Distributions

Let’s return to the research question on the location of dialects, which, as we noted, was answered wisely in traditional dialectology, but in a way that left the justification for the answer often unclear. Séguy’s step to examine large aggregates of dialectal material brought clarity into the basis of dialectal division, which Goebi’s clustering elaborated on algorithmically to extract relatively similar groups of collection sites. Subsequent work examined alternative clustering algorithms and various means of making results more reliable (see Section 5.3 above).

From there it was a small step to project those collections of sites onto maps, with the gratifying result that they often projected to (nearly) coherent dialect regions, which, moreover, normally differed little from those that experts had outlined earlier. There was a difference, naturally, in the explicitness of the methods, and in the efficiency with which analyses could be conducted.

An alternative to clustering arose when Embleton (1993) suggested the use of multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) as a means of analyzing the site × site matrix of dialect distances (in fact, since distances are symmetric, half matrices suffice). MDS (Kruskal and Wish, 1978) was originally developed for psychometric applications, and it inputs a half matrix of distances and outputs coordinates of the sites in a low-dimensional space from which the original distances can be derived (approximately). The number of dimensions need not be specified in advance, and existing software normally produces solutions in one, two, and more dimensions. The quality of the solution is specified via a loss function known as strain, or alternatively, as the correlation coefficient of the scaled distances with those in the input. As might be expected, strain falls as the correlation rises.

Nerbonne et al. (1999) took advantage of the fact that three-dimensional solutions accounted for 80-90 percent of the variance in the dialect material they studied, in order to take the the further step of interpreting coordinates chromatically, mapping the three coordinates to red, green and blue (RGB). Each site was then colored using each color to the degree of its coordinate in the three-dimensional MDS solution. Figure 1 shows the results of applying MDS to the results of an analysis of Dutch pronunciations (see Heeringa (2004) for details on the data set).

With respect to our second research question, how are varieties geographically distributed, the MDS analysis is noteworthy for two reasons. First, unlike cluster analysis, MDS does not assume that varieties are aligned with discrete sets of data collection sites that then project to convex (and exhaustive) dialect areas. Instead, dialect continua can likewise be detected. Leinonen (2010) analyzes Swedish varieties as a continuum, where areas play no role. Second, when we examine the MDS coordinates of data collection sites, these are distributed continuously, not categorically, so that “borders” between areas of relative con-
Figure 1: Heeringa (2004) first compared the pronunciations of 125 words at each pair of 360 sites, aggregated the site × site differences, and analyzed those results via MDS. The first three MDS dimensions were then interpreted chromatically (see text). The legends (added later) indicate the pronunciations of some indicative words at sites with the given color.
centration are typically gradual. MDS analyses thus do away with dialect maps showing areas, which often unfortunately suggest that a traveller might move from one dialect area to another in a single step. In general this is found congenial among dialectologists.

It is important to attempt to interpret the MDS dimensions. Naturally, the maps described constitute one dimension of interpretation, the geographic one, but linguists are likewise passionately interested in the linguistic basis of the differences. The legends in Figure 1 were obtained by examining which words correlate most strongly with each MDS dimension, yielding indications of the linguistic basis. But words – taken as sequences of sounds (phonemes) – are rougher indications than most linguists want. In the analysis behind Figure 1 entire word pronunciations served as the input to the (edit distance) analysis, so finer indications are not possible.

Pickl (2013) suggests using factor analysis (FA) rather than MDS (see Tabachnick and Fidell (2012) for detailed information at a practical level on the different dimension-reducing techniques), and distinguishes twenty factors, whose geographic projections he also examines. Most of these are nearly negligible ($\leq$ 1 percent) in explained variance, but the attempt to go beyond the usual aggregate analysis in dialectometry should not be the last. See Nerbonne (2015a) for more discussion of Pickl’s work.

5.1 Geostatistics and Topography

Jack Grieve has pioneered the effort to include a geostatistical perspective on dialect distributions (Grieve et al., 2011; Grieve, 2018). Geostatistics is a well-developed field motivated not only by geography proper, but also by the many other fields where geography plays an important role, e.g. epidemiology, geology, ecology and environmental protection. It has studied various sorts of geographic sampling regimes as well as interpolations, and it is perhaps surprising that dialectology was pursued for so long without attending to this major potential source of further insight. Grieve’s work is therefore important for bridging the gap.

Burridge (2017) is intrigued by the parallelism between dialect distributions on the one hand and borders induced by surface tension on the other. Burridge shows, e.g., how border (coastal) features such as estuaries tend to engender perpendicular boundaries due to the relative likelihood of social contact (and thus dialectal experience) on the one side of the boundary as opposed to the other. He thus derives predictions about dialect boundaries from physical properties of the space where they are spoken. In more elaborate models the influence of population centers is also studied.

5.2 Other Relations

By providing numeric measures of the overall differences between varieties, dialectometry has stimulated various studies on the relations between language variety and other communal properties of human beings.
Manni et al. (2006) investigate whether there is a link between genetics and language variation. The authors naturally do not suppose that language users inherit linguistic tendencies genetically, but were interested instead in the question of whether dialects might not persist in families due to the predominance of language learning in the family. It turned out that language variation and genetic make-up – both measured at the level of the municipality – correlated moderately ($r = 0.42$), but that the relationship disappeared when one controlled for the effect of geography, with which both correlate independently. See Manni et al. for further references on this topic.

Falck et al. (2012) investigate the potential influence of dialect (or perhaps cultural identification) on mobility. Their study focuses on mobility, where it was known that people tend to move to places close by – presumably to remain near friends, family, and well-known surroundings. After controlling for this factor, the authors were able to show that, when people move house, they also tend to remain within their dialect area, where the patterns of speech were also familiar.

Given the numeric turn throughout the humanities and social sciences, many further relations could be promising foci of investigation.

6 Validation

Computational linguistics has emphasized the need to validate putative means of measuring linguistic features and linguistic differences, so it is perhaps not surprising that early work by computational linguists was the first dialectological work to seek validation for its efforts (Heeringa et al., 2002). As it was early on in computational dialectology, Heeringa et al. (2002) measured the degree to which their clustering results jibed with earlier scholarship in the well-studied case of Dutch dialectology.

Wieling et al. (2009) evaluated several versions of edit distance on the basis of their ability to align phonetic transcriptions (as well as human experts). This is a sensitive task that allowed authors to tease apart the performance of rather similar approaches.

6.1 Human Judgments of Similarity

As we noted, clustering can be unstable, making it a poor partner in validation efforts. And while comparing one’s results to earlier scholarship is indispensable, one does not wish to canonize the earlier work to the degree that computational work can never improve on it. Gooskens and Heeringa (2004) meet both of these objections by comparing edit distance measures of pronunciation differences to dialect speakers’ judgments of how similar dialect speech sounded to their own. It was sensible to ask the naive subjects only how similar the speech samples sound to their own speech since they had the most experience with this, and since one assumes that dialects function primarily as emblems of geographic identity. Gooskens and Heeringa (2004) also judiciously chose Norway for their
experiment, which recommended itself for Norwegians’ very accepting attitudes toward dialectal speech. While dialects and accents are frowned upon in many places, Norwegians normally retain their accents even in public speech. The authors were able to show that the computational measure correlated well with speakers’ judgments of dissimilarity ($r = 0.67$).

Wieling et al. (2014b) used the more sensitive PMI-based edit distance to measure the strength of foreign accents in American English in the Speech Accent Archive hosted at George Mason University (Weinberger and Kunath, 2011). Although the degree of difference in foreign accents is perhaps not perceived in exactly the same way as the degree of difference in dialect pronunciations, it is likely to be comparable. The subjects in Wieling et al.’s experiment were predominantly linguistically informed listeners, as they had responded to an appeal in the Language Log (http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu) to participate as subjects. So these subjects were more discriminating than the untrained participants in Gooskens and Heeringa’s (2004) work. Wieling et al. applied a logarithmic transformation to the PMI edit distance in keeping with psychometric custom and obtained a high correlation ($r = 0.81$), which was nearly as high as human performance, measured through the average correlation of individual raters’ judgments ($r = 0.84$).

### 6.2 Acoustic Characterizations

A great deal of the work reported on thus far in this chapter involved the automatic analysis of phonetic transcriptions recorded in large dialect atlas projects. In many cases this is the only option available, as sensitive acoustic recordings of the material were simply never made. Tape recorders were unwieldy until the second half of the twentieth century and were for that reason not used on the extensive field trips necessary for data collection.

But many dialectologists are skeptical about the reliance on phonetic transcription, which can vary from transcriber to transcriber. For this reason, but also in order to pursue the computational lines sketched here, it has been important to follow up the transcription-based work with work that does not rely on transcription. Leinonen (2010) therefore applied dialectometric techniques to the SweDia database of dialect recordings (Eriksson, 2004a,b). She first extracted the formants of all the twenty Swedish vowels of the more than thousand speakers using the mean of those formant distances as measures of pronunciation distance. The results were most satisfying, both in confirming the Swedish dialect continuum as well as in demonstrating how dialects have been losing distinctions between speakers forty years apart in age (Leinonen, 2010, Figure 7.8, p 140).

It would clearly be desirable to experiment with more acoustic analyses, but the proper acoustic analysis of consonants is still very difficult (Thomas, 2018).
6.3 Articulography

Instead of proceeding from transcriptions (see Section 4), or an acoustic characterization of dialects (see Section 5.6.2), a new direction of research in dialectology is focusing on the underlying movements of the tongue and lips. While the articulation obviously results in the acoustic speech signal, it is not straightforward to infer the precise articulatory trajectories of tongue and lips on the basis of an acoustic analysis. For example, while the first and second formant are frequently assumed to model height and backness of the tongue, this relationship is far from perfect (Rosner and Pickering, 1994; Wieling et al., 2016). Consequently, direct articulatory measurements, such as those that can be made through, e.g., electropalatography, ultrasound tongue imaging, and electromagnetic articulography are sometimes used to study dialect or sociolinguistic variation.

Electropalatography uses a custom-made artificial palate with electrodes, which is able to detect when and where the tongue touches the palate during speech. The drawback of this approach is that each participant requires their own custom-made artificial palate, therefore making this type of research relatively slow and expensive. In addition the position of the tongue when it is not touching the palate is unknown. Ultrasound tongue imaging, by contrast, uses an ultrasound probe positioned below the chin by which a series of images over time are obtained visualizing the shape of the tongue surface. While it is relatively easy to collect data using this approach, the analysis is more complex as image analysis is necessary to process the resulting (grainy) images. Electromagnetic articulography, as a third technique, tracks the movement over time of small sensors attached to the tongue and lips. The advantage of this approach compared to ultrasound tongue imaging is that the analysis is more straightforward (i.e., the positional information is available for each sensor over time), but the disadvantage is that it is more invasive and labor intensive to collect these types of data.

Although these articulatory studies require more effort than simply recording the acoustic signal, there have been some studies – mostly including only a limited number of speakers – investigating dialect or sociolinguistic variation. For example, Recasens and Espinosa (2007) studied articulatory differences using electropalatography between two Catalan dialects in a sample of ten speakers and found clear articulatory differences regarding the fricatives. Lawson et al. (2011) used ultrasound tongue imaging in a sample of fifteen speakers to show that the /r/ pronunciation in Scottish English was socially stratified. Middle-class speakers generally using bunched articulations, while working-class speakers more frequently used tongue-tip raised variants. More recently, Wieling et al. (2016) used electromagnetic articulography in a sample of forty speakers to show that across the pronunciation of about 100 words, speakers from a dialect in the north of the Netherlands had a more posterior tongue position than those from a more southern dialect.

Particularly, the study of Wieling et al. (2016) continues themes from dialectometry. First by providing aggregate results over a large set of words, rather
than focusing on individual sound contrasts. But also due to using a very large data set (due to collecting data over time at a high sampling rate, usually more than 100 Hz) and by using replicable analysis techniques that have also been employed in dialectometry. For example, Wieling et al. (2016) use a non-linear regression technique, generalized additive modeling, which has been employed in dialectometry to model the non-linear geographical patterns of dialect variation (Wieling et al., 2011, 2014a).

7 Emerging Opportunities and Issues

We have tried to indicate emerging opportunities and issues in this chapter as we proceeded, but we shall summarize them here and also suggest other areas that we have not treated in depth.

First, we have concentrated on the areas of dialectology that have attracted the most attention from computational linguists. We have therefore said little about morphology and syntax, even though these have attracted some work (Heeringa and Prokić, 2018) and could definitely profit from more.

Second, although we described Séguy’s and Goebi’s efforts at handling linguistic data at a categorical level, we have not elaborated on the opportunities for extracting such data (e.g., signals of lexical relationships) at length, even though some have been shown to be promising (Nerbonne and Kleiweg, 2007; Szmrecsanyi, 2008) and deserve further attention.

Third, the role of linguistic frequency in detecting affinities is worth more attention. Goebi (1982) has long championed an inverse frequency weighting, regarding similar (or identical) linguistic items that occur infrequently as especially strong evidence of dialect affinity – just as historical linguists also tend to emphasize the significance of unusual shared innovations, albeit in a non-quantitative fashion. Others recommend discounting infrequent linguistic items entirely, regarding them as potential “noise” (Carver, 1987). Nerbonne and Kleiweg (2007) provide evidence for Goebi’s position, and Wieling and Montemagni (2015) show that removing infrequent data from analyses worsens their quality, but much too little work has been devoted to this question.

Fourth, the excellent initiatives of Grieve and Burridge presented in Section 5.1 clearly deserve further attention. In particular, Burridge promises an explanation of why dialect divisions have the geographic contours they do. It would be interesting to know how much dialect variation can be explained along these lines.

Fifth, as we hinted in Section 2, geographic variation is part of a palette of variation types. In spite of some efforts to apply dialectometric techniques to the sociolinguistic question of dialect change (Nerbonne et al., 2013; Valls et al., 2013), there has been little resonance. While this may be related to sociolinguists’ focus on individual changes in progress, some work has been at pains to indicate how the aggregate perspective may enrich the usual sociolinguistic one (Wieling et al., 2018). We suspect that computational efforts will likely be fruitful in the study of diastratic variation as well.
Sixth, but most interesting to linguists, would be improvements in the linguistic characterization of the dialect differences that dialectometry so reliably unearths. To what extent can these be subsumed under general characterizations of the sort favored in dialect handbooks? Are there perhaps machine learning techniques that might be brought to bear?

8 Conclusions

After identifying the essential research questions in dialectology – namely what’s varying and where – this article reviewed computational work to date in dialectology, indicating where progress has been made vis-à-vis those questions. Measures of linguistic proximity have served as the basis for dialectolometry, where notably one was derived from computer science – namely edit distance. Dialectometry has added a number of tools for the investigation of the geographic distribution of linguistic variation, in particular, clustering and multidimensional scaling, and more advanced work is probing geostatistics as well as models inspired by the mathematics of surface tension. Dialectometry has played an important role in enabling studies of the relations between language variation and both genetics and mobility.

We also reviewed efforts at characterizing the linguistic differences among varieties. Computational work has certainly provided means of cataloging such differences exhaustively, and in identifying characteristic elements. We would prefer to have ways of characterizing the differences more insightfully and more concisely, however, and the success in this direction has been modest. We also reviewed efforts at validating the more popular computational measures, a consideration that was certainly inspired by work in computational linguistics. This section closed with remarks on how textually focused work is now branching into the acoustics and the articulation of dialect speech, a further potentially important sort of validation.

We closed with a list of six issues where further progress would be valuable, and where prospects seem promising.
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